V.E.2 Fuel-Cell Fundamentals at Low and Subzero Temperatures

Overall Objectives

- Fundamentally understand transport phenomena and water and thermal management at low and subzero temperatures
- Examine water (liquid and ice) management with thin-film catalyst layers (CLs), such as 3M’s nanostructured thin film (NSTF) CLs
- Develop diagnostic methods for critical properties for operation with liquid water
- Elucidate the associated degradation mechanisms due to subzero operation and enable mitigation strategies to be developed

Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 Objectives

- Use validated mathematical model to explore water-out-of-the-anode scheme for NSTF CLs
- Measure water content and resistance of traditional CLs
- Examine materials properties for low equivalent weight (EW) ionomer membranes and thin films
- Explore water distributions for and impacts of various gas diffusion layers (GDLs) and microporous layers (MPLs)

Technical Barriers

This project addresses the following technical barriers from the Fuel Cells section of the Fuel Cell Technologies Office Multi-Year Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan:

(A) Durability
- Thermal cycling ability with liquid water
(B) Performance
- Unassisted start from -40°C
- Cold start to 50% power in 30 seconds and with 5 MJ or less energy
- Efficiency of 65% and 55% for 25% and 100% rated power, respectively
- Stack power density of 2 kW/kg
- Platinum group metal loading of 0.2 g/kW
- Cost: $15/kWₑ

Technical Targets

This project is conducting fundamental investigations into fuel cell operation at low and subzero temperatures. The knowledge gained will enable various metrics to be met or exceeded. These include those related to durability, performance, and cost. Specially,

- Durability
  - 5,000 h (automotive) and 40,000 h (stationary)
- Performance
  - Unassisted start from -40°C
  - Cold start to 50% power in 30 seconds and with 5 MJ or less energy
  - Efficiency of 65% and 55% for 25% and 100% rated power, respectively
  - Stack power density of 2 kW/kg
  - Platinum group metal loading of 0.2 g/kW

FY 2015 Accomplishments

- Combined modeling and experiment to understand low-temperature performance of NSTF showing how the critical factor is removing liquid water through the anode
- Examined transient operation showing how the membrane properties and GDL interface are the most sensitive parameters for water-out-of-the-anode scheme
• Increased water out the anode lowers cathode flooding and is driven by morphological features that decrease GDL surface adhesion force
• Developed along-the-channel model to correlate spatially varying results
• Investigated water movement and existence in diffusion media including under compression where water-imbibition front and CL water content were imaged
• Examined operation of novel MPLs containing hydrophilic additives
• Investigated traditional CL resistance and importance of ionomer mass-transport resistance at low catalyst loadings

INTRODUCTION

Polymer-electrolyte fuel cells experience a range of different operating conditions. As part of that range, they are expected to be able to survive and start at low and subzero temperatures. Under these conditions, there is a large amount of liquid and perhaps frozen water. Thus, water and thermal management become critical to understanding and eventually optimizing operation at these conditions. Similarly, durability aspects due to freezing and low temperatures are somewhat unknown and need further study in order to identify mechanisms and mitigation strategies. In addition, it is known that thin-film CLs, such as NSTF developed by 3M, have issues with large amounts of liquid water due to their thinness. These layers provide routes towards meeting the DOE cost targets due to their high catalytic activities. This project directly focuses on the above aspects of operation at lower temperatures with both NSTF and traditional CLs with the goal that improved understanding will allow for the DOE targets to be met with regard to cold start, survivability, performance, and cost.

APPROACH

The overall approach is to use a synergistic combination of cell, stack, and component diagnostic studies with advanced mathematical modeling at various locations (national laboratories, industry, and academia). Ex situ diagnostics are used to quantify transport properties and to delineate phenomena that are used in the modeling. The two-dimensional (2D) cell model is developed and validated by comparison of measured in situ cell performance in both single cells under a variety of cell assemblies and architectures in order to highlight specific controlling phenomena. To explore controlling phenomena and the impact of various layers, a systematic investigation at the component scale is accomplished, including the development of a suite of advanced ex situ diagnostics that measure and evaluate the various critical material properties and transport-related phenomena.

RESULTS

As fuel cells operate at low and subzero conditions, liquid water and water management become more important. Thus, there is a need to study properties of the porous fuel cell layers in the presence of liquid water. It is also expected that this problem is exacerbated in thin-film CLs such as NSTF CLs as shown previously with single cell, low-temperature operation. To improve performance, it is thought that one needs to reduce the amount of water within the thin-film cathode, and thus increase it out of the anode as was shown previously. This year, the 2D model was used to examine the impact of the water-out-the-anode scheme. As shown in Figure 1a, the model correctly predicts this trend by changing the liquid water pressure boundary condition (Figure 1c). The change in condition is related to the adhesion force and droplet detachment values that we measure. Figure 1b shows the impact of GDL permeability, which is not a strong impact compared to the pressure (Figure 1c), highlighting that interfacial phenomena are key in determining water removal impacts.

The above analysis is for a NSTF cell, but, in practice, platinum on carbon (Pt/C) CLs are traditionally used that are thicker, thus minimizing the impact of water flooding. However, to reach such thicknesses, these electrodes contain ionomer that provides proton conduction throughout the layer. To explore impacts of this ionomer, various diagnostic tests were conducted. Using a hydrogen pump setup, we were able to measure both the CL and dry GDL and MPL resistances to gas transport. As shown in Figure 2, the CL resistance dominates, even though the test uses hydrogen and does not generate water. Furthermore, this resistance increased with lower Pt loadings, which is consistent with previous reported observations and shows a key limiting factor in decreasing catalyst loading. Currently we are working to explore these resistances by measuring gas permeation coefficients in the ionomer thin-film and correlating them to the structure of the film such that ways can be found to minimize its effect.

It is important as well to visualize water to understand where it exists and thus improve models as well as elucidate governing phenomena. Figure 3 shows two such visualizations. In the top figure, high-resolution neutron imaging was used to visualize the water content of cells with thick CLs in order to collect enough data points. As seen, the cathode CL behaves quite differently than the anode one. Furthermore, the impact of phase-change-induced flow is clearly seen in that the water content decreases in the cathode and increases at the cathode GDL boundary as a function of increasing temperature due to the temperature gradient across the GDL. In the bottom figure, X-ray computed
FIGURE 1. (a) Cell voltage (at 0.25 A/cm$^2$) as a function of temperature with 100% relative humidity feeds at 150 kPa for an NSTF cell with a baseline or improved anode GDL including both data (points) and 2D model results (lines). Sensitivity study for (b) GDL permeability and (c) GDL/channel liquid pressure boundary condition on cell voltage at 40°C and 0.25 A/cm$^2$.

tomography at the Advanced Light Source was used to ascertain the position and structure of water imbibition into the GDL. It is clearly seen that water exists as a front partway through the GDL but then capillary fingering occurs. Thus, models that use volume-averaged quantities such as saturation will not be accurate since they cannot capture the stochastic nature of water percolation.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The project focus this year was on developing and utilizing diagnostic methods for fuel cell components at low temperatures to elucidate routes for performance improvement. Such activities also include incorporating the experimental observations into a transient performance model that can describe the observed changes. Several novel methods were developed and measurements for membranes, GDLs, and CL ionomer were made. The results allow for a better understanding of liquid formation and movement within the cell, as well as limitations due to ionomer films at low catalyst loadings. In addition, single-cell testing of cells containing traditional CLs was accomplished including segmented cells with transient data, adiabatic cells, and thick CLs for neutron imaging.

Future work is summarized as follows:

- **Cell Performance**
  - Run cool and cold starts using adiabatic cell hardware (UTRC)
  - Examine possible interlayers and multilayer electrodes
  - Run NSTF and Gore cells with different diffusion media and operating conditions (LANL)
  - Perform imaging: segmented cell and NIST imaging including thick CLs
- **Component Characterization**
  - Measure transport resistance, especially for low Pt loadings
  - Measurement of key GDL properties, including PSD, liquid-water pathways, and adhesion force, for new GDLs
  - Measure transport properties of ionomer films, especially low EW ones
  - Characterize reinforced membranes
- **Modeling**
  - Exercise model to determine critical properties and guide material development and provide design targets
  - Incorporate more advanced interfacial and kinetic models
  - Examine pore-scale models and new GDL model possibilities
- **Understand and increase the operating window with thin-film CLs**
  - Focus on solutions and strategies derived from the integrated model and cell and component studies
- **Solicit input and advice from original equipment manufacturers and material companies on cell performance**
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